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Abstract

This paper addresses the haptic rendering of rigid body
collisions. A new method is proposed in which collision
rendering is achieved in two steps. First, the haptic simula-
tion uses a contact model whose stiffness is infinite during
collisions and finite during sustained contact. This model
is combined with a passive collision resolution scheme to
compute collision impulses when new contacts arise. Sec-
ond, the impulses are applied to the user’s hand by a con-
troller that coordinates forces and positions between the
virtual environment and the haptic interface. Haptic ren-
dering of rigid body collisions imparts forces that generate
large hand accelerations when new contacts arise without
requiring increased contact stiffness and damping. Exper-
iments with a planar rigid virtual world validate the pro-
posed approach.

1. Introduction

Haptically enabled computer aided mechanical design
and training for assembly tasks require life-like haptic feed-
back to be provided to users while they manipulate rigid
virtual objects. Realistic haptic feedback depends on sta-
ble and physically meaningful interaction forces to be com-
puted and applied on the user’s hand. In essence, it de-
pends equally on the simulation (which computes the vir-
tual forces) and on the haptic controller (which transmits
them to the user).

Stable reflection of forces to the user’s hand has been
guaranteed by existing research through both control and
simulation approaches. For example, the “virtual cou-
pler” control [3], [1] addresses discretization effects and
the relationship between the virtual world geometry and the
impedance range of the haptic device. Similar to the virtual
coupler, the “god-object” [16] and the “virtual proxy” [13]
simulation methods decouple the simulation from the de-
vice control and enable stable point interaction with rigid
virtual environments. More recent control approaches pro-

pose to overcome the difficulties related to the variable sim-
ulation delay and the non-linearity of the virtual world dy-
namics using passivity [7] and prediction [2] concepts.

In contrast, the apparent rigidity of virtual environments
has been mainly investigated through psycho-physical ex-
periments [11], [9]. Those experiments have shown that,
on contact, abrupt forces reflected to users increase the per-
ceived rigidity of simulated objects. However, little con-
trol and simulation research has focused on methods for en-
hancing the apparent rigidity of virtual worlds. The earliest
proposed use of abrupt forces applied to users upon con-
tact, the “braking pulses” [14], utilize a control approach
designed to improve contact stability. The braking pulses
arise from a contact model with high initial damping. This
apporach is suitable for point interaction with virtual envi-
ronments. More recently, a simulation approach [5] reflects
to users large forces that arise from a planar rigid body col-
lision model. These forces satisfy Poisson’s restitution hy-
pothesis in a least squares sense and are not correlated to
the change in kinetic energy of the virtual world.

This research proposes a new approach to haptic render-
ing of rigid body collisions utilizing both simulation and
control techniques for rendering. The simulation approach
employs a contact model with switching stiffness. The hap-
tic controller coordinates both positions and forces between
the virtual world and the device. In the simulation, mul-
tiple simultaneous collisions are resolved passively using
Newton’s restitution hypothesis. Corresponding impulsive
forces are applied on the user’s hand by the device con-
troller.

In this paper, the contact model that enables collision
rendering is presented in Section 2, followed by system
dynamics in Section 3 and the passive collision resolution
scheme in Section 4. Experiments validating the passivity
of the proposed approach are presented in Section 5. Con-
clusions and future work are discussed in Section 6.
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Figure 1. Contacts A and B switch between infinite stiffness d uring collision and limited stiffness
during sustained contact.

2. Contact model

In existing physically motivated simulations, rigid body
contacts are modeled as having either infinite or limited
stiffness. Infinitely stiff contacts, such as those employed in
constraint-based [12] and impulse-based [10] simulations,
require variable step size integrators and are not suitable
for haptic applications. Contacts with limited stiffness are
compatible with fixed time step simulations and are used in
many haptic implementations, but do not model collisions.
To enable users to feel collisions, this work employs a hy-
brid contact whose stiffness is infinite during collisions and
finite during sustained contact.

The proposed contact model is designed to allow new
contacts to be emphasized perceptually (see Figure 1).
When a new contact is formed, it has infinite stiffness and
the virtual environment enters a collision state. After the
collision has been resolved (using the methods presented in
Section 4), the contact stiffness switches to a finite value
and the contacting bodies may continue to move towards
each other. When another contact is formed and the sim-
ulation enters a new collision state, the contact switches
back to infinite stiffness unless the contacting bodies are
receding from each other. This is necessary in order to en-
sure that the collision impulses are consistent with the rigid
body constraints. In Figure 1(c), for example, the collision
impulse will result in an impulsive clockwise torque (incon-
sistent with the constaints) unless the stiffness of contact A
switches to infinity to match contact B when it occurs.

By switching to infinite stiffness upon new contact for-
mation, the proposed contact model approximates rigid
contact closer than a model with limited stiffness (i.e., a
penalty-based contact model). Moreover, it enables users
to feel collisions, because of the presence of high acceler-
ations. By switching to limited stiffness during sustained
contact, the model allows body interpenetration (unlike a
model with infinite stiffness, i.e., a constraint-based model).
This ensures its compatibility with fixed step size integra-
tors and, therefore, with haptic applications.

3. Virtual world dynamics

Consider a system ofb rigid bodies interacting throughc contacts (modeled as described in Section 2), collectively
called a contact group. The virtual object manipulated by
the user is called body1 or the “virtual proxy”. In Carte-
sian coordinates, the second order dynamics of bodyi are
described by:M i� _vi_!i� = ciXj=1 � I� (rij�)�F j + �Gi0 ��Bi, (1)

where bold symbols represent vectors and matrices and

the following notation is used in Equation (1):

�vi!i� and� _vi_!i� are the body velocity and acceleration, respectively;I is the3�3 identity matrix;(rij�) is the cross product op-
erator;rij is the position of thej-th contact with respect to
the center of mass of bodyi; F j is the force acting on bodyi at thej-th contact;ci is the number of contacts of bodyi;Gi is the force due to gravity;Bi = �0 00 b!i�M i�vi!i�
represents centripetal effects; andM i is the 6-dimensional
mass matrix of bodyi (block diagonal, having the mass and
the inertia tensor of bodyi on its diagonal). Furthermore,
if J ij is the Jacobian of thej-th contact with respect to the
center of mass of bodyi, thenJ ij = �I � (rij�)� if
bodyi is one of the bodies involved in thej-th contact, andJ ij = 0 otherwise.

The second order dynamics of the contact group are ob-
tained by considering the dynamics of theb virtual objects
simultaneously:Ma = �F user0 �+G�B + JTc F . (2)

In Equation (2),a = � _vT1 _!T1 � � � _vTb _!Tb �T is the
acceleration of the contact group;M is a block diagonal
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Figure 2. Contact j between bodies i and l.
matrix withM i on its diagonal;F user is the generalized
force applied by the user at the center of mass of the virtual
proxy; GT = �GT1 0 � � � GTb 0� are forces due to

gravity;BT = �BT1 � � � BTb � represent centripetal ef-

fects;JTc = ��JTij� is the contact Jacobian and the sign ofJTij is such that the corresponding forces obey the law of ac-
tion and reaction (i.e., if thej-th contact is between bodiesi andl and the sign ofJTij is positive, then the sign ofJTjl
is negative); andF = �F T1 � � � F Tc �T are the contact
forces.

When all contacts have limited stiffness, i.e., during sus-
tained contact, interaction forces have a component normal
to the contact plane that depends on the contact stiffness,kcontact, and damping,bcontact:F n;j = � (kcontactsj + bcontactvrel;j)nj , (3)

wherenj is the unit normal of thej-th contact;sj is the sep-
aration between the contacting bodies and is negative when
the contact exists; and:vrel;j = nTj � �J ij �vi!i�� J lj �vl!l�� (4)

is the normal relative velocity at the contact of bodyi with
respect to bodyl. vrel;j is positive if the objects separate
(i.e., it is assumed that the contact normal points from bodyl to bodyi). A component in the contact plane that mod-
els dry friction according to any friction model suitable for
haptics can be added to this model as in [4].

When a new contact is formed, all non-receding contacts
switch to infinite stiffness and the contact group enters a
collision state. This state is resolved using the first order
dynamics of the group, obtained from Equation (2) through
integration:Mv =Mv0 + JTc Z tt0 F c =Mv0, (5)

where v = �vT1 !T1 � � � vTb !Tb �T is the post-
collision velocity of the contact group,v0 is its pre-collision
velocity, ,J Tc = �JTijnj� is the frictionless collision Jaco-

bian, andp = R tt0 F c is the impulse of the contact forces

and is computed using the method presented in Section 4. In
Equation (5), the impulses corresponding to the user, grav-
ity, and centripetal forces are negligible, since collisions are
considered instantaneous (i.e.,t! t0).

A collision state is rendered to the user through a large
force that changes the momentum of the virtual proxy over
one step of the haptic simulation by the same amount as the
collision impulse: F col = JT1 R tt0 F c�t , (6)

whereJT1 = �JT11 � � � JT1c� is the contact Jacobian of
the virtual proxy and�t is the time step of the simulation.
This can be viewed as an extension of the braking pulse
of [14] from points to rigid bodies.

4. Collision resolution

A collision state is resolved in this work using an ap-
proach based on three assumptions: (i) that the colliding
contacts are frictionless (this is a common assumption in
rigid body dynamics necessary for tractability of the solu-
tion method); (ii) that all contacts have the same restitution
properties,e1 = : : : = ec = e; and (iii), that Newton’s
restitution hypothesis applies, i.e., at each colliding contact,
the pre- and post-collision normal relative velocities obey:vrel = �evrel0 , (7)

where the index0 is used for pre-collision quantities ande
is the coefficient of restitution.e 2 [0; 1] is a constant that
describes the contact properties during collision.e = 1 cor-
responds to a perfectly elastic collision (no energy loss) ande = 0 corresponds to a perfectly plastic one (the colliding
bodies do not receed from each other after collision).

From the assumption of frictionless collisions, it follows
that the collision impulse

R tt0 F c has components only along
the directions normal to the colliding contacts:Z tt0 F c = 0B@R tt0 F1n1

...Rt0 Fcnc1CA , (8)

and the first order dynamics of the contact group becomes:Mv =Mv0 +J Tc p. (9)

In Equation (9),p = �R tt0 F1 : : : Rt0 Fc�T is the vector

of magnitudes of the collision impulses.
While Newtons’ restitution hypothesis requires only

that: nTj �J ij �vi!i�� J lj �vl!l�� == �enTj �J ij �vi0!i0�� J lj �vl0!l0�� , (10)



for each contactj and bodiesi andl, the restitution condi-
tion imposed in this work requires that:nTj J ij �vi!i� = �enTj J ij �vi0!i0� (11)

for each contactj and each rigid bodyi velocity. When
all c colliding contacts are considered simultaneously, the
restitution hypothesis becomes:J cv = �eJ cv0. (12)

The momentum-impulse Equation (9) together with the
restitution hypothesis in Equation (12) enable the passive
resolution of thec simultaneous collisions.

Two cases must be considered for resolving the collision
state: (i) the case of non-redundant colliding contacts, when
the frictionless collision Jacobian is full row-rank; and (ii),
the case of redundant colliding contacts, when the friction-
less collision Jacobian is rank-deficient. If the colliding
contacts are non-redundant, the collision state is resolved
by computing the collision impulse from Equation (9) after
substitution from Equation (12):p = � (1 + e)�J cMJ Tc ��1J cv0. (13)

Simultaneous redundant collisions are resolved simi-

larly, by using
�J cMJ Tc �y, the pseudo-inverse of theJ cMJ Tc matrix:p = � (1 + e)�J cMJ Tc �yJ cv0. (14)

The passivity of the proposed collision resolution method
(both for non-redundant and for redundant collisions) is
shown in the Appendix and is validated through experi-
ments in the next section.

5. Experimental validation

5.1. System implementation

In addition to a method for computing collision im-
pulses, haptic rendering of rigid body collisions requires
these impulses to be applied on the user’s hand. There-
fore, coordination of forces is necessary between the vir-
tual world and the device. To observe this constraint, the
present work proposes to use a controller that coordinates
both forces and positions between the virtual proxy and the
user’s hand.

The validation of the passivity of the haptic collision ren-
dering approach is performed in this section through exper-
iments carried out using a planar haptic interaction system.

In this system, the user applies forces and torques at the cen-
ter of mass of the virtual proxy through the handle of a twin
pantograph planar haptic device that allows unlimited rota-
tion [4]. The experimental virtual world consists of a rect-
angular virtual proxy moving in an enclosure of walls, as
shown in Figure 3. A controller optimized for transparency
coordinates both forces and positions between the virtual
proxy and the user’s hand [15].

Figure 3. Experimental planar virtual world.

5.2 Results

The experiment consists of a peg-in-hole task: the user
inserts the rectangular virtual proxy in the hole at the top
of the virtual world depicted in Figure 3 (whose width is
equal to the proxy’s length), pushes it against the top wall
several times, then extracts it, inserts and pushes it against
the top again, and lets go of it. Collisions are considered
perfectly plastic (e = 0) when they switch to infinite stiff-
ness, and they have stiffnesskcontact = 10000[N=m] and
dampingbcontact = 100[Ns=m] during sustained contact.
The change in proxy’s kinetic energy during collisions and
the number of simultaneous collisions are monitored in Fig-
ure 4. This change is computed by subtracting the proxy’s
kinetic energy immediately before the collision impulses
are applied to the user’s hand from its kinetic energy im-
mediately afterwards. The forces felt by the user during the
experiment are shown in Figure 5.

The results in Figure 4 confirm the passivity of the hap-
tic rendering of rigid body collisions using the approach
proposed in this paper. Regardless of whether collisions
are non-redundant or redundant (i.e., when four or five col-
lisions are resolved simultaneously), the kinetic energy of
the virtual proxy always decreases during a collision state
if the collision impulses are computed according to Equa-
tions (13) and (14). Further experimental results validat-
ing the passivity of perfectly elastic collisions are presented
in [6], while the realism of the simulation during the in-
teraction between multiple moving bodies is the subject of
current investigation. The perceptual advantage of collision
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Figure 4. Change of virtual proxy’s kinetic en-
ergy (KE) due to collisions during peg-in-hole
task.
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Figure 5. Forces and torques applied to the
user’s hand during peg-in-hole task.



rendering is easily observed in Figure 5. As shown in this
figure, the impulsive forces are an order of magnitude larger
than the interaction forces developed during sustained con-
tact. Hence, they increase the acceleration of the user’s hand
correspondingly and, therefore, create an improved percep-
tion of contact rigidity [9].

6. Conclusions

This work has proposed the haptic rendering of rigid
body collisions. Users perceive collisions as large reaction
forces that oppose their intended motion when new contacts
arise. These large forces, computed using a new passive
collision resolution technique, generate large hand accel-
erations without requiring increased contact stiffness and
damping. The passivity of the proposed collision render-
ing approach is validated through haptic interaction within
a planar virtual environment.

Work under way includes passive haptic rendering of
rigid body collisions using local models of interaction and
the extension of the proposed collision resolution scheme to
multiple colliding contacts with varying restitution proper-
ties.

7. Appendix

This section shows that the post-collision kinetic energy
of a group of rigid objects interacting through contacts is
at most equal to its pre-collision kinetic energy when the
collision impulse is given by Equations 13 or (14).

For non-redundant collisions, the post-collision velocity
of the group is:v = v0 � (1 + e)J cJ cv0 = �I � (1 + e)J cJ c�v0,

(15)

whereJ c = M�1J Tc �J cM�1J Tc ��1 is the dynam-

ically consistent inverse of the frictionless collision Jaco-
bian [8]. Using the definition ofJ c, the symmetry ofM ,
and some algebraic manipulation, it can be shown that:�I �J Tc J Tc �MJ cJ c = J Tc J TcM �I �J cJ c� = 0.

(16)

Then, it follows that:�I �J Tc J Tc �MJ cJ c +J Tc J Tc M �I �J cJ c� = 0)MJ cJ c +J Tc J TcM = 2J Tc J TcMJ cJ c) (1 + e)vT0 �MJ cJ c +J Tc J TcM�v0 =2 (1 + e)vT0 J Tc J TcMJ cJ cv0� (1 + e)2 vT0J Tc J TcMJ cJ cv0 8e 2 [0; 1]) vT0Mv0 � vT0Mv0 �(1 + e)vT0MJ cJ cv0 � (1 + e)vT0J Tc J TcMv0 +(1 + e)2 vT0 J Tc J Tc MJ cJ cv0 8e 2 [0; 1], (17)

and, by re-arranging terms:vT0Mv0 �vT0 �I � (1 + e)J cJ c�T M �I � (1 + e)J cJ c�v0) vT0Mv0 � vTMv. (18)

Hence, for any value of the coefficient of restitution, the
post-collision kinetic energy of the contact group is at most
equal to its pre-collision kinetic energy. If the simultaneous
collisions are perfectly elastic, i.e.,e = 1, then the kinetic
energy of the group is conserved, since:v = v0 � 2J cJ cv0 == v0 � 2M�1J Tc �J cM�1J Tc ��1J cv0 == v0 � 2v0 = �v0. (19)

If the simultaneous collisions are redundant, the post-
collision velocity of the contact group is:v = v0 � (1 + e)�J cM�1J Tc �yJ cv0. (20)

The resolution of redundant collisions can be shown to
be passive following the same reasoning as outlined in

Equations (16)-(18) and replacing
�J cM�1J Tc ��1 with�J cM�1J Tc �y. The proof holds because:�J cM�1J Tc �y == �J cM�1J Tc �yJ cM�1J Tc �J cM�1J Tc �y .(21)
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